Imagine an opportunity to meet and rub shoulders with over 3000 of your peers to learn, collaborate and influence the direction of Aruba products. Only at Atmosphere can you directly interface with those that build the industry’s best enterprise-class technologies in wireless & wired infrastructure and software, security, location services, and analytics & assurance. Come and experience the technology, vision, and sights and sounds of Atmosphere to expand your knowledge and value to your organization.

At Atmosphere, you can:

- Stay on top of what’s happening in networking and security
- Take your skills and know-how to the next level
- Learn how to automate and simplify network operations
- Get certified by the industry leader to increase your value to the organization
- Connect with and learn from your peers
- Have fun while working on your development goals

“Why attend?”

- Over 110+ Airheads breakout sessions on enterprise network architecture, security, branch office considerations, going mobile-first, next generation operations & monitoring tools, and what’s on the technology roadmap.
- Deep-dive training with 17+ hours of dedicated training on one of 9 subject matter areas:
  - Mobility v8 (Level 1 or 2)
  - ClearPass (Level 1 or 2)
  - Implementing Aruba IntroSpect
  - Aruba Switching Fundamentals
  - Aruba Central Fundamentals
  - Aruba Design Fundamentals
  - Aruba AirWave Fundamentals
- 1000+ Technical Training seats on Aruba’s main solutions including: network design, IntroSpect, Switching and ClearPass.
- Free access to 38 Aruba exam seats. Choose from: ACDX, ACMX or ACCX.
- Keynotes from the world’s most forward-thinking technology and industry leaders. Past speakers include Meg Whitman, Guy Kawasaki and Joseph Pine II.
- Access to 20+ sponsor booths where key integration partners will showcase their solutions and share how their solutions work with Aruba products.
- The latest Aruba news, like product announcements, and industry trends as presented by Aruba’s executives and other key technology partners and experts.
- The opportunity to network and share best practices with Aruba engineers, other Airheads, MVPs, industry experts and product development teams during any of the dedicated networking events.
- Live demos of Aruba products and third party integration at The Innovation Zone.
- Be a part of the industry’s best Customer Appreciation Party!

Need more convincing? Check out the Top 10 Reasons to attend Atmosphere!

1. Over 110+ Airheads breakout sessions on enterprise network architecture, security, branch office considerations, going mobile-first, next generation operations & monitoring tools, and what’s on the technology roadmap.
2. Deep-dive training with 17+ hours of dedicated training on one of 9 subject matter areas: Mobility v8 (Level 1 or 2), ClearPass (Level 1 or 2), Implementing Aruba IntroSpect, Aruba Switching Fundamentals, Aruba Central Fundamentals, Aruba Design Fundamentals, Aruba AirWave Fundamentals.
3. 1000+ Technical Training seats on Aruba’s main solutions including: network design, IntroSpect, Switching and ClearPass.
4. Free access to 38 Aruba exam seats. Choose from: ACDX, ACMX or ACCX.
5. Keynotes from the world’s most forward-thinking technology and industry leaders. Past speakers include Meg Whitman, Guy Kawasaki and Joseph Pine II.
6. Access to 20+ sponsor booths where key integration partners will showcase their solutions and share how their solutions work with Aruba products.
7. The latest Aruba news, like product announcements, and industry trends as presented by Aruba’s executives and other key technology partners and experts.
8. The opportunity to network and share best practices with Aruba engineers, other Airheads, MVPs, industry experts and product development teams during any of the dedicated networking events.
9. Live demos of Aruba products and third party integration at The Innovation Zone.
10. Be a part of the industry’s best Customer Appreciation Party!

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!